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Our Teaching 
 

A thought for us three, and other groups of three to come: 

 

"Whenever there is a withering of ignorance as 

found among religious people, and an uprising of 

religious fanatism on all sides, then the Satanist (the 

Sinister, Satan) manifests himself. For the 

perfecting work of the Satanist, and the destruction 

of religions, for the firm establishment of the 

genuine law of the cosmos (nature), you and I come 

to birth, and those after us in age after age." 

 

The tremendous development of the sinister 

consciousness during the last three centuries (or so) 

warrants more information; so many aspirants were 

being admitted to the Sinister Path, and were 

finding their own way into the Abyssal Lodges, so 

forcing the passage of many sinister initiates on the 

Way of the Abyssal Evolution. 

 

The Sinister is a definite and most potent energy. it 

is the most potent energy on this planetary life 

"Earth", and is careful held in leash by Those Who 

are in a position to wield it.                                                                                      
 

Magister Hagur in his Subconscious Abyssal Universe 
 

Thank you for having put your trust in our "Sinister Work". With you has our "Abyssal 

Underworld" grown, and we are now a group of three person to achieve the world-wide plan 

of our great Master, residing in each one of us, our "Abyssal Philosophy in Practice". 

 

On our SPTO group, you will already find all what is needed, "to live, move, and have your 

being" in the Sinister. 
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A thought for us three, and other groups of three to come: 

 

"Whenever there is a withering of ignorance as found among religious people, and an uprising 

of religious fanatism on all sides, then the Satanist (the Sinister, Satan) manifests himself. For 

the perfecting work of the Satanist, and the destruction of religions, for the firm establishment 

of the genuine law of the cosmos (nature), you and I come to birth, and those after us in age 

after age." 

 

The tremendous unfoldment of the sinister consciousness during the last three centuries (or 

so) warrants more information; so many aspirants were being admitted to the Sinister Path, 

and were finding their own way into the Abyssal Lodges, so forcing the passage of many 

sinister initiates on the Way of the Abyssal Evolution. 

 

The Sinister is a definite and most potent energy. it is the most potent energy on this planetary 

life "Earth", and is careful held in leash by Those Who are in a position to wield it. 

 

We are happy to accept you in our "Sinister Group", entering as such in our mysteries, 

and self-initiations as presented by ONA and the SPTO. 

 

This group admission will develop rapidly, as we go along with the work of destruction 

(psychologically and in teaching), and of re-building mankind as close as possible as to 

nature, the "free man". Peace is freedom. 

 

One point I would seek to make clear. As you know, a Sinister Group has in it initiates at all 

points of evolutionary development of all grades and degrees; these all work per three 

(triangles) together in unison and yet - within their differentiated triangles, for each 

degree stands alone yet united with all the others, with their own established rapport, their 

coded telepathic interplay, and a shared occult secrecy and silence which guard the secrets 

and sinister knowledges.  

 

Working with us, you will gradually know how to handle yourself with those who may not 

yet share the sinister secrets, as well as with those who have penetrated deeper into the 

Sinister Mysteries. 

 

 

Thanking for trusting us. You can now freely enter the SPTO, and enjoy our still growing 

publications. 

 

If not already done so, in the Black Book of Satan (Codex Saerus) you 

will find a rite of self-initiation (a very important factor). The first self-initiation is extremely 

important. 

 

It is the first step for "Dark Light" to enter your mind, once for all, in connection, bearing in 

mind the essential duality of sinister manifestation itself: the negative and the positive poles 

present within the consciousness.0wing to this, in all initiatory processes, it is the will of the 

aspirant, the initiate later, which is active and which produces, first of all, a fusion and (as a 

consequence) the appearance of a point of vibration, and tension in your sinister work. 

 

"Agios O Satanas", this invocative-evocative activity (as for example), certainly produces a 

point of tension (the needed vibration), but not as yet a point of fusion with the 
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positive "sinister" pole. From the point of tension and vibration (see "NAOS"), the initiate 

works at the creation of a bridge; and, this will eventually bring about the desired fusion 

between the soul-fused personality (yourself) and the "Spirit of Satanas" (Satanic 

Collective Thought). You and I, we are "Satan". 

 

All desired fusions produce those points of tension which are the secret of all sinister growth, 

to destroy and create. 

 

The Satanic Physical Body, by Magister Hagur. 
 

The physical body is controlled through the medium of physical disciplines; the sensuality or 

the emotional nature is made receptive to sinister impression coming from the plane of 

healthy reason, through the transforming processes of the mind. In this, the sinister 

but healthy mind acts as an organiser on the subjective plane, and dispels that which is 

glamour (religion). The Satanist is now directed in his dark consciousness upon the mental 

and subjective plane, where the "Sinister Triangles" (three Satanists working 

together) have their dominance. The directing dark (sinister) energy of the Abyssal Deeper 

Mind is – as a result of the first self-initiation, bridging towards the brain. 

Therefore, the sinister man through his efforts is guided, directed and controlled by the 

Collective Cosmic Consciousness, and the Sinister Pathway Triangle Group of three Satanists, 

subjectively working together. 

 

The Dark Energy is uncontaminated reason, emanating from the Collective Cosmic 

Consciousness, poured down into the organised sinister body of sensitive response. This 

produce complete freedom from religious glamour, while creating a dark pool of reasonable 

response to Satanic relationship, through the initiate becoming a sensitive revealer of the 

sinister. 

 

The sinister energy from the Cosmic Tree of Wyrd (see `NAOS') pours into the mind and 

begins slowly to develop the will-to-evil, which is essentially the Will of Satan (the Satanists 

in unison). 

 

These are deep things whereof we write, and it is wise to remember that all crises we create in 

the fanatic world of religion, individual religious crises as well as on world level, are 

governed by the "Principle of Conflict", while the Sinister Subjective Sphere is controlled by 

the occult Principle of Decision in the Name of Satan. 

 

Satanists, through the first self-initiation, are in search of the first key. This key lies hid in the 

"Underworld", guarded by the Dark Watchers (active thougthforms). He or she who enters the 

iron door of the subjective Abyssal Kingdom or Underworld, must stoop and seize for search 

in strenuous decision to find the key. The hand of sinister intention that grasps the key must 

have the nail-mark through the centre there located. He enters a second door or 

initiation. 

 

The second key lies somewhere across the Underworld floors, over the heap of thorny 

obstacles. (In ONA called "The Black Pilgrimage"). The blood is pouring to dissolve all 

hindrances. In the bloodstained feet and the nail-marked hands lies hid the sinister secret. 

Pursue in your search, the second door will be opened to your touch. Another initiation takes 

place. 
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Key the third lies further up. Esoterically, at the level of the "Third Eye" (Agna Centre). The 

thought world of the initiate rises like a flower of dark and sombre colour. Dull it appears to 

the outer vision, but within a dark Abyssal Light shining, shattering all 

illusion. When the key is found and touched, the initiate has entered the third door. 

 

Sinister development on all initiation levels along the mental and emotional side of the 

Satanist, produces well-defined Cosmic Energies or Forces as to personal growth. 

 

1. Individually, for more energy, the instinctive force of animal desire, under control 

absolutely not wrong. This impelling power of sensual desire, focussed in our Black and 

Sinister Brotherhood, will gradually feed human desire, and form a form of 

life as originally expressed in nature. 

 

2. Sex is an attractive power of immense importance, even feeding the soul, implemented by 

the Cosmic Collective Consciousness, and increasing in potency as time elapses. 

 

3. Sinister personality aims and ambitions constitute a form of focussed desire of a 

compelling, life-determining nature.  

 

Step by step, the Brothers of the Dark who tread consciously the "Sinister Pathway" have 

removed themselves from religious ignorance, moving forward with their new, sinister vision. 

The work of the Satanist is "dark light and energy projection." (Magister Hagur © April 2008) 

 

Thank you for entering into our SPTO (Order). We are now six of us, so two groups of 

three Satanists. 

 

The importance of understanding the function of "Triangles" is a prime necessity, in the 

interplay of the energies of the Tree of Wyrd (see NAOS), closely related to the planet Saturn. 

But, all the planets express and impell energies. The Seven Planets constitute the Tree of 

Wyrd. Each planet is threefold. 

 

Together, that which is a mystery shall no longer be so, and that which has been veiled by 

ignorance through religion will now be revealed. That which has been withdrawn through 

ignorance will emerge into the luminous dark light, and gradually all men shall see. 

 

A time will come when our work of destruction and restoration has wrought its beneficent 

work, when ignorance has been destroyed, and men, even through suffering, will be 

impressed by that which they had regarded as the vain pursuit of that which was near at hand 

and easy of attainment.   

 

Refer to our files, as the secret books are now available to you. Keep the secrets for yourself. 

 

 

Shugara - A Sinister Pathworking 
Collyn Branwell - Earth-Gate Assembly (ONA) 

 

I have just returned from that specially chosen site in the forest, just three miles from here. 

This time, I had been successful in allowing myself to become more thoroughly immersed 

into, and absorbed with, the spirit of the place, and the Invokation itself. As for the 

previous Pathworkings, there had always been a kind of foreboding, a certain hesitation, a 
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tangible fear and recognition that this communion with primal Nature, under the dark, open 

sky, all alone, was overwhelming - beyond the romanticised, dualistic perception of 

Nature and the Cosmos so prevalent within modern-day paganism and new- 

age thinking. 

 

Today, however, all such hesitation and fear - separateness - dissolved. A manifest connexion 

has been created on this cold, early Winter morning. All distractions, all strange, hidden 

surroundings united with my Being. I had successfully confronted the fear, which 

once, when I was unaware, had controlled and limited the promise that is my Life; that primal 

fear of the Dark - that Shadow which threatens to emerge into this causal existence and 

devour. Today, I have faced this fear. 

 

The walk to the chosen site was a brisk one, as I was forced to travel up the hillside in a long, 

winding manner, as necessitated by the steep cliffs of the hillside. Every step was made in 

deliberation and contemplation, knowing that this was an exercise of Will, in 

unison with Nature's higher order, a discovery of the Primal Darkness within and without. I 

was aware that this Darkness, this Shadow was about to be confronted. 

 

Unlike before, I instinctively understood that on this morning, I would travel through the 

forest without aid of flashlight or lantern. There existed simply an instinctive knowing - that 

this was necessary, that there could be no crutches, no hesitation, no turning 

back. This newly added element, together with the fact that coyotes are well known to roam 

and hunt along these parts, functioned to make this Pathworking, this brief moment in a life-

long Quest, all the more interesting - all the more worthwhile. 

 

Finally, after travelling through the heavily forested area, I entered into the small, flat circular 

clearing, which I had gone to some pains to locate some weeks earlier. I knew when I first 

came to this place, with its solitary, circular formation of trees in the centre, that this clearing 

was indeed fated for such a venture. Here, one was surrounded by both the awe-inspiring 

presence of Nature, in the raw, and by the stark, intimidating vastness of the heavens. Here, 

there could be no simple pandering to the ego in some urbanised, disrespectful form of 

sorcery so prevalent within the city. One was within Nature's grasp, with only three choices :  

 

1)    To bow down to Her in some feeble attempt to show respect;  

2) To disrespect Her by ignoring Her, and by investing one's energy into the petty purpose of 

building one's own ego; or  

3)    To become One with Her - what, in fact, She truly desires. 

 

After unloading the relevant supplies from my backpack, I first lit the charcoal I had packed, 

and placed on top of it the incense I had prepared - a mixture representing the combination of 

the energies attributed to Luna (the sphere of hidden knowledge) and Mars (the 

sphere of sacrifice, death and destruction). Afterwards, I lit the candles, one red, the other 

blue, and stood quietly, understanding that this exercise was more than a mere mindless, 

egotistic abstraction. This was the continuation of a sequential Becoming, of a living, 

breathing entity possessing the potential to alchemically transform. This Calling was a step 

further in that process of stripping away the deceptive, temporal layer to reveal what is , and 

to progressively become One with that essence. Yes, I had understood that this was in fact a 

sequential unfolding of the genuine Dark Tradition. 
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After several moments, I began visualising the sigil of Shugara , the Dark God-related entity 

associated with the fourth Pathway of the Dark Tradition. And, as I visualised this sigil, I 

began the first of thirteen deep vibrations, nine in continuous succession, then a short 

pause, and four more vibrations. The deep, resonant quality of these vibrations was revealing 

a remarkable improvement from previous attempts. The entire week previous had been spent 

preparing for this event. A steady decrease of food, meat and sleep had been implemented 

one week prior to this morning, with the last day providing very little food or sleep for this 

morning. At this moment, I could feel the positive effects produced by such a preparation, as 

the vibrant, resonant energy emanating from my solar plexus began rising and spreading 

throughout the whole of my body. This tangible energy was reverberating within my 

uttermost Being; an energy which, had I not taken the previous week to prepare for, I`d have 

been numb toward. 

 

An altered state of consciousness was rapidly manifesting. It felt as though it were my very 

own spirit producing the sound. A tangible oneness had begun to travel like an electric current 

pulsating through my Being - a concrete partaking of energies that were at once 

both personal and supra-personal, unconscious and Cosmic. 

 

It seemed as though I had "plugged in" to an entirely new source of energy. Indeed, by the 

fourth or fifth repetition, my vibrations began to grow not only in strength and power, but in 

duration as well. A good fifteen to twenty seconds was elapsing before my breath and power 

gave out, requiring a new breath to be drawn. Yes, something inside was awakening, a 

Chthonic Darkness millennia old, yet so vibrantly and enticingly new. 

 

Now, I finished the thirteenth and final vibration, my voice echoing in the dark, intimidating 

silence. With my Will vocalised, I reclined across the cold ground, closing my eyes and 

breathing deeply, waiting for this new energy to manifest. At this point, while realising I was 

confronting that Darkness which threatens to devour, I could sense a literal hair-raising fear, a 

fear which seemed to be sensed by the forest itself. 

 

At first, what I witnessed was a violent eruption of dark, black smoke mushrooming forth out 

of a deep well. I knew at once that this signified the awakening and unleashing of the Shadow 

within. The Dark was being presenced… 

 

What then followed was both enlightening and unsettling. It seemed as though I was able to 

leave my body and travel directly overhead. I could see the area of the forest which directly 

surrounded me. What this panoramic view revealed was rather disconcerting: in a perfect 

circle, surrounding me on every side, were a pack of wolves, crouched down and hidden by 

the surrounding brush, visibly positioned to pounce at any given moment. What I immediately 

found to be even more alarming, was the simple fact that each wolf was perfectly still - 

there was no sound, no sign of restlessness, no apparent agitation or warning of any kind. Not 

once did I hear them approach. Nevertheless, they were there, and my own prior lack of 

empathy and self-awareness became startling clear. 

 

These "wolves'" represented, for me, that which threatens to devour, and that which most 

likely will devour if not confronted, explored and resolved. The fact that I could now see 

these "wolves" revealed that I was indeed now beginning to develop a real empathy with my 

true self and with the primal essence of Nature. The genuine Sinister Tradition had afforded 

for me the opportunity to transcend these primal fears which had earlier held sway over my 

Being. This Tradition had provided me with the raw materials for surpassing 
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present consciousness - a surpassing which alone is able to provide one with a clear and 

precise evaluation of one's true self. 

 

After what seemed a long time, new images began to appear, most notably those which had 

been invading my dreams, or rather nightmares, ever since I had been initiated into the Dark 

Tradition some weeks earlier. These strange dreams had contained very bizarre 

images, and had even occasionally become somewhat disruptive. It was as though distant, 

faded objects, from a past that I was minutely aware of, began invading my consciousness, 

though I knew perfectly well that it was all in accordance with my own Will. I was more 

consciously aware now than at any other moment that my Initiation had in fact opened a Gate 

within my psyche, that this was in fact a genuine occurrence beyond mere delusion, and that 

the Shadow is indeed a factual fragment of the Self, lying dormant, awaiting the 

opportunity to be developed and integrated, so as to create a new, evolved, un-divided Being. 

 

The most startling image, which appeared at that moment, was (and had been since I first 

encountered it in a horrific dream just days earlier) an enigma that seemed to haunt at the very 

edges of consciousness. It appeared as an intimidating black fish, or shark, of very large 

proportions, silently hovering at the very bottom of the ocean in complete darkness, as though 

it had remained there for centuries, or even for millennia, forgotten - waiting… 

 

 

While gazing at this image, it was as I had been transported into that timeless existence in 

which the Dream itself had originally taken place. This time, I possessed a clarity of 

understanding, which I had not earlier possessed while in the dream. I found myself 

plunged once again into the cold, dark, murky depths in which I first encountered the huge 

Beast. In the original dream, I had, at this point, become frenzied and hurried, struggling to 

head back up to the water's surface, where I could hope to find some sort of safety. 

However, now all such desperation was absent - controlled. Rather than struggling to escape 

the Darkness, I found myself exploring the Darkness. And again, just as in the Dream, I 

bumped into that impenetrable Darkness, which at first puzzled me, that is, until I 

saw the Face of that Darkness. 

 

There it was, the same giant creature, which, in the Dream, had devoured me. Actually, I had 

awoken just after the huge creature grunted and immediately lunged toward me with teeth 

glaring, but I was nevertheless aware that I had been devoured within the Dream, and 

that this encounter was symbolic of something unknown, yet very real. 

 

However, at this precise moment in the replaying of my Dream, I immediately understood the 

meaning of this fish. I now understood that I was encountering a projected symbol of my 

undiscovered, unrealised self - the Dark Unconscious; that aspect of the psyche 

which has been the occasion for many uncontrolled, destructive, frightening bursts of the 

acausal into the physical world throughout history. I also understood that this Darkness was 

not only something internal, but external to myself as well. 

 

During this last phase of the Pathworking, I could sense the increase of a tangible euphoria 

coming over my body. I could truly sense a genuine Becoming taking place, and that this 

experience was void of any mystification or abstract romanticism. There was present only a 

steely, sober clarity that what was taking place was genuine, solid step toward Eternity, 

toward Becoming, and toward Destiny. 
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As I left the site, a new awareness of, and connexion with, the forest permeated my being. All 

noise, all abstract thoughts, all nervous mind-activity, so common within the metropolis, was 

absent. Only a distinct, unmistakable knowing permeated my consciousness; a knowing which 

only further clarified, and solidified, Direction. This new insight, this new personal victory, 

was to be only one of many such victories and events, which, together, allow for a Becoming. 

Yes, there would many more experiences, which would, over time, become much more varied 

and certainly more difficult. Now, the darkness in the forest did not intimidate - it called. 

Shugara had come, and I was not the same. 

 

Triangle work on the subjective plane is what the SPTO is all about, devoid of rites, 

except "self-initiation", and the following initiation until the master degree is reached. 

However, rites as found in the Black Books are not forbidden. It is also a way of working with 

the mind. On all rites only the "mind" counts. 

  

1. Dark Cosmic Energy is composing the mental vehicle of yours. 

2. Dark Cosmic Energy demonstrates man's emotional nature. 

3. Dark Energy inherent in the physical body, radiating on the physical plane, and finally 

conditioned in the brain, one can say: "I am the Power, I am the Glory, I am another Satan 

(god)." 

  

The tremendous unfoldment of the Satanic human consciousness during the last 200 years 

warrants more information as to the changes in rites. So many aspirants were being admitted 

in Satanic circles, and were finding their way to the Abyssal world in the traditional way. 

However, the Abyssal Underworld is in your and my mind. And, this is what the SPTO is all 

about. Forcing, as it were, the initiates on the Way of Deeper Evolution. This is in itself a 

most satisfactory happening, but necessiating many indivdual adjustments. 

  

The Tree of Wyrd is a definite and most potent  Cosmic Energy, carefully held in leash by 

Those Who are in a position to wield it. 

  

"Pathworking" is seeking fusion with the Cosmic Collective Consciousness, which makes the 

dark planetary life, with all its states of consciousness and phenomena as in the death rite with 

a photograph, a major confining and constricting form of action for the initiate. 

  

This, the initiate does through a process of intention, as visualisation in pathworking, 

invocation and evocation, stabilisation, and transformation through the Abyssal teaching. In 

all this, keep the middle way, as the steady preservation of tension without unnecessary 

physical strain upon the brain cells. The creative imagination is in the nature of Cosmic 

Energy for us to draw on. 

 

Talking about the "gates", there is a constant (and increasingly) flow  of reoriented Cosmic 

energy from the  seven Spheres penetrating into and beyond our periphery. This penetrating 

dark energy, implimented by the individual aspirant and initiate, is that of intelligent activity 

and, even little as one may have realised it, it is a constant inflow which aids in the intelligent 

application of Satan's Plan (Satan's Army) for human affairs. "Dark" means the contrary to 

light of the Christians. Christians are also "dark", and Satanists are also "light". In fact there is 

but one "energy" to destroy and restore (black and white as it were). 

 

When the initiate has  gained the fruit of sinister experience as a "Triangle", which is first of 

all knowledge (gnosis)  and is learning to transmute it into the sinister, when his objective is 
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to live truly and in reality, and when the will-to-evil is the crowning goal of his daily 

"Triangle" life (with the two other brothers, then he can begin (all three together) evoke the 

"Evil Will".  

 

To all Brothers who have written to me during the European night from 

the 16th to the 17th, thank you. 

 

A thinker, as from the ritual sent yesterday, is he or she the essential factor, and this will come 

apparent to you as you proceed with the exercises. Therefore, as you ponder on those words, 

and speak the Words of Power, with faith and intent, dancing and chanting, and finally more, 

the Dark Gods will come forth, through yourselves, your bodies shaken and vibrating, as it 

happened to me many times. 

 

The laws of thought are the laws of creation, and the entire creative 

work is carried out on the subjective (etheric) level. 

 

(1)     Draw the power to yourselves through 'pathworking'.  

(2) Detach yourself from that which is not "freedom" (religion, moral traditions, etc.)  

(3) Never accept criticism. You are a free person, in success and failure.  

(4)     Arrive at Satanic knowledge (Gnosis) 

(5) Grasp the relation between the different forces of the Cosmic Tree of Wyrd. 

(6)      Learn to work with these sinister energies. 

 

Learn to live as a Satanist. 

 

(1) Able yourself to withdraw into the head consciousness, and from there to the collective 

consciousness. 

(2) Be capable to work sinisterly at "will". 

 

Let the sinister energy flow in and through you, and vitalise all its centres, reaching humanity 

(destroy and restore). "Vision" will be yours, and the underworld sensed and known. 

 

The Full Moon is for short. I am preparing an easy Moon Ritual for you soon. Before the 

Moon Ritual have a bath, and at least 20 minutes walking, starring at the Moon, talk to her, as 

a child to his mother, expressing your wishes. And, while you do this, watch around, 

protecting yourself from people with bad intention. One may be attacked, but has also the 

strength (from Mother Moon) to protect and defend himself or herself. At the Full Moon, 

there are a lot of drunkards around, certainly in public places. 

 

"We ought not to obey those who tell us that a man should think a man's thoughts, and a 

mortal the thoughts of a mortal. On the contrary, we should endeavor as far as possible to 

become immortal, and to do all that we can to live in accordance with what is 

highest in us." 

 

The Sinister Pathway Triangle Order (SPTO) since 2003 is a product of 

the past as I came in contact with the Order of the Nine Angles (1999), and worked with two 

of their Magisters, and upon this past I built up the SPTO. ONA is a Traditional Satanism 

which the SPTO takes over, however the SPTO does not accept one (one) of their teaching 

around "human sacrifice" every 17 year. For me and us all, that kind of "sacrifice" belongs to 

history only, and cannot be repeated today. "Cannot be repeated today!" 
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The SPTO is a true group, and holds a good augury for the coming decades through you all. 

In quiet and sinister ways we already make our presence felt. 

 

There are three things to remember as SPTO Satanist: 

 

(1) To view the sinister plan on as large scale as possible, and refresh. Fill our minds with a 

dark vision (through pathworking in the first place). 

 

(2) To use Cosmic Planetarian influences or energies, vibrations in the large endeavour to 

which They are pledged. 

 

(3) To train ourselves, and others, probationers and initiates so that in due time, they become a 

satisfactory band of Dark Assistants on whom the whole Satanic World in future centuries can 

rely on. 

 

The "Sons of Satanas" shot forth like arrows from the bow. The forms receive the energetic 

vibrations, and 'lo' Satan is born again. The tiny babe so far, on the probationer path know not 

the great Satanic Event, but gradually everything becomes clear. 

 

After a night’s sleep, and pondering when I woke up, I will make the following additions to 

my book, "Herbs", "Black Herbs" in next edition: 

 

Moon: Petriochor 

Mercury: Sulphur, Henbane 

Venus: Sandalwood, Hazel 

Sun: Oak 

Mars: Musk, Pine 

Jupiter: Civit, Alder 

Saturn: Henbane, Ash 

 

Here ONA leaves us with a choice, as some of the herbs are not easily available as henbane 

and civit. Some Occult shops in UK have them at an unbelievable high cost. So, thanks to our 

brother in Italy, we have now alternative herbs for burning. 

 

Please, note again, that "Satanism" is not a dull and rigid community or army, each one is free 

to do what pleases him, and we are in no way our brother's judge. Make real fun in every way. 

Be different from religious ethics. 

 

ONA with its 21 Satanic Points: 

 
1. Respect not pity or weakness, for they are a disease which makes sick the strong. 

2. Test always your strength, for therein lies success. 

3. Seek happiness in victory - but never in peace. 

4. Enjoy a short rest, better than a long. 

5. Come as a reaper, for thus you will sow. 

6. Never love anything so much you cannot see it die. 

7. Build not upon sand, but upon rock. And build not for today or yesterday but for all time. 

8. Strive ever for more, for conquest is never done. 

9. And die rather than submit. 
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10. Forge not works of art but swords of death, for therein lies great art. 

11. Learn to raise yourself above yourself so you can triumph over all. 

12. The blood of the living makes good fertiliser for the seeds of the new. 

13. He who stands atop the highest pyramid of skulls can see the furthest. 

14. Discard not love but treat it as an impostor, but ever be just. 

15. All that is great is built upon sorrow. 

16. Strive not only forwards, but upwards for greatness lies in the highest. 

17. Come as a fresh strong wind that breaks yet also creates. 

18. Let love of life be a goal but let your highest goal be greatness. 

19. Nothing is beautiful except man: but most beautiful of all is woman. 

20. Reject all illusion and lies, for they hinder the strong. 

21. What does not kill, makes stronger. 

 

Agios O Satanas 
  

We are very pleased to accept your membership in the Sinister Pathway Triangle Order, based 

on true "Traditional Satanism" as brought forward by Christos Beest mainly, founder of the 

Order of Nine Angles. 

  

Nine Angles represents a "quartz crystal" with nine angles, which every initiate should have. 

Failing to find this, an ordinary quartz crystal will do (not too small), which you should 

download for further broadcast with your "Word of Power" as will.  

  

On this site, you will be able to download our pdf files, from ONA writer, as well as from 

myself. 

  

A "Triangle" is a group of three Satanists working together. Every group, three members 

doing subjective work from their Black Chamber, and of course the three meet too. The work 

is an amazing interrelation and intercommunication, comparing with a radio, a television 

going into the air, not by instruments, but your mind and  "Word of Power".(Read my book, 

"Becoming Another God"). 

  

The mind, rightly used, becomes a recorder of two types of energy, or of two aspects of the 

manifestation of the Satanic life. It records and interprets the world of phenomena. It records 

and interprets the world of the Self (soul). It is sensitive to the world of man on earth and its 

evolution. It is sensitive to the Cosmic Dark Gods through its energies and vibrations of the 

Solar System. It becomes equally sensitive to the Abyssal World, the underworld. The best 

ritual we propose to you at the time is "Pathworking", see our files. A very pleasant ritual, you 

dance evoking the Dark God, until you drop down into ecstasy. 

 

 

"NAOS", next to the "Black Book of Satan" is extremely important. Do give priority on this 

download. We will not find the work often on Internet. 

 

1. Know yourself to be the undying one as part of the Collective 

Consciousness (Jung). 

 

2. Control your Abyssal Mind, for through that mind the world unseen 

can be known. 
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3. Realise that the Cosmic Tree of Wyrd as part of the Collective Consciousness pervades all 

forms so that unless the physical, there is no death. You live as long as you are remember. 

 

4. Learn that you are the form, which hides the splendour of the 

Cosmos. 

 

5. Through pathworking and other rituals, detach yourself from the 

form side, each time you want to, and communicate with the Dark Gods 

in the Abyssal place of your mind where Dark Light and Life are found. 

 

The book of "NAOS" is all about this. 

 

Now, as concerning my "Sabbats". In the Triangle Work, I have a subjective job to fulfil, 

transmitting the "Word of Power", and as Black Magickian also the work of healing, as well 

as in certain circumstances through using the powerful words of curse, as my 

enemies are concerned. Perfect rituals for on Sabbats. 

 

I always give preference to the Office of Atazoth as found in the last part of the Book of 

Satan, where the offering of wine is very important. Now, this is not a "Black Mass". And, of 

course, "pathworking" is extremely important. (You need a lot of room for this, for the perfect 

work). Pathworking liberates you. 

 

Through pathworking, you arrive at a state of feeling quite; immaterial, where one becomes 

the instrument of the Dark Satanic Gods (energies and vibrations). While I do this, I should 

really let my camera run, to show the initiates what really happens with me. During 

the pathworking one should centre himself in the Self (soul) and Collective Consciousness 

(Cosmic Tree of Wyrd), refusing to be influenced by religious traditions, but stand in "sinister 

being". 

 

You need the first initiation, to start your pilgrimage as a Satanist, and become effective 

member of the SPTO. The "Self-Initiation Rite you find in the Black Book of Satan. Other 

initiations will be yours as you go along. 

 

Taking a bath, is doing this in a river. However, you decide. Burning  incense can be a means 

to stir you up. I will shortly write a pdf on  "Herbs". Herbs belong to nature, and you have the 

right to use them,  some with precaution because dangerous. Therefore, a treatise on herbs as 

a warning, but you are a free, intelligent person, and do know what to do. A ritual can be 

achieve in your dark chamber or outside at night. However, "the first self-initiation" is 

preferably done outside on an isolate spot. You need some soil from a consecrated cemetery. 

(Take some soil before closing from the cemetery, nearest to dark, see Black Book of Satan), 

or look for an open cemetery at night, respecting the graves. 

 

As for the Seven Spheres or Planets I have been following the herbs found in ONA's Book 

"NAOS". Henbane is difficult to get anyway, and very expensive. For my Rituals I am, 

personnally, using other herbs. Anyway, I do not use much incense. I do not need the smell of 

it to perform my rituals. The most important things is "faith and intent" in what you are doing, 

and the teaching you promote. 

 

 As to "Pathworking", an adept is free to use cannabis and even "poppers" to get out of this 

world for a while, and be more open  in this way (maybe) to energies and vibrations of the 
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Dark Gods. This is an individual choice. I wrote my book with suggestions, but every Satanist 

is free to choose what is best for him. Satanism is recreation, not always serious teaching and 

applications. The Satanist has to live the free life, and just do what pleases him most. Every 

Satanist is different. Some like beer, others wine, cannabis, etc. I am not my brother's judge. 

 

To a new member: 

 

We are very pleased to accept your membership in the Sinister Pathway Triangle Order, based 

on true "Traditional Satanism" as brought forward by Christos Beest mainly, founder of the 

Order of Nine Angles. 

  

Nine Angles represents a "quartz crystal" with nine angles, which every initiate should have. 

Failing to find this, an ordinary quartz crystal will do (not too small), which you should 

download for further broadcast with your "Word of Power" as will. On this site, you will be 

able to download our pdf files, from ONA writer, as well as from myself. 

  

A "Triangle" is a group of three Satanists working together. Every group, three members 

doing subjective work from their Black Chamber, and of course the three meet too. The work 

is an amazing interrelation and intercommunication, comparing with a radio, a television 

going into the air, not by instruments, but your mind and  "Word of Power".(Read my book, 

"Becoming Another God").The mind, rightly used, becomes a recorder of two types of 

energy, or of two aspects of the manifestation of the Satanic life. It records and interprets the 

world of phenomena. It records and interprets the world of the Self (soul). It is sensitive to the 

world of man on earth and its evolution. It is sensitive to the Cosmic Dark Gods through its 

energies and vibrations of the Solar System. It becomes equally sensitive to the Abyssal 

World, the underworld. The best ritual we propose to you at the time is "Pathworking", see 

our files. A very pleasant ritual, you dance evoking the Dark God, until you drop down into 

ecstasy. 

  

"NAOS", next to the "Black Book of Satan" is extremely important. Do give priority on this 

download. We will not find the work often on Internet. 

 

1. Know yourself to be the undying one as part of the Collective Consciousness (Jung). 

 

2. Control your Abyssal Mind, for through that mind the world unseen can be known. 

 

3. Realise that the Cosmic Tree of Wyrd as part of the Collective Consciousness pervades all 

forms so that unless the physical, there is no death. You live as long as you are remember. 

 

4. Learn that you are the form which hides the splendour of the Cosmos. 

 

5. Through pathworking and other rituals, detach yourself from the form side, each time you 

want to, and communicate with the Dark Gods in the Abyssal place of your mind where Dark 

Light and Life are found. 

 

The book of "NAOS" is all about this. 

 

Your are most welcome to our "Sinister Group", called "The Sinister Pathway Triangle 

Order", constituted out of many groups of three people forming a Triangle for the Satanic 
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Work they want subjectively achieve.  

 

The personal Group as you go along is formed by you and your friends. We are responsible, 

as it were, for all the "Triangle" groups. We are there, to help the Triangles. Our Satanism is 

traditional, and occultly directed. On the website you find a wide range of pdf's, two works of  

mine, and mainly of ONA. "NAOS" is found on www.haguratelier.com/SPTO.html 

 

From Anima Aeternus 

 

AVE!!! 

I’m happy to be part of this group and you will hear 

from me after I have taken my "holiday" of 10 

months, but I try to send some photos of to photo 

section briefly. I am so glad that there are so many 

of US, I am from Finland and my goal is to start a 

Finnish TOPH Sinister Lodge in the future, and we 

will use ONAs advices on starting the temple,and 

running it, but my word will be the ultimate word 

on this subject since I am going to be the 

Teacher/Mentor and the Priest to my initiates. First 

they have to join the TOPH, that is why I translate 

Michael W Fords’ Books to be able to show the 

Light of Lucifer, Ahriman,Samael and Lilith (my 

Mother),Leviathan in our subconscious Abyss etc. 

Its all in the future. 

Frater Anima Aeternus I° TOPH 
 

 

The Sinister Truth is: 
 

 View the World of dark thought, and even there,  one must separate the false (religion) out of 

the true (Satanism). (Satanism is not a religion but an philosophy). Learning the meaning of 

illusion, because illusive world religions, and in its midst locate the silver  thread of Dark 

Truth, the real one.  Go freely with your sensational emotions, because it really liberates, and 

makes one stronger.  Discovering one’s own mind, and learn about its possibilities. 

Concentrating on the Prince of Darkness, who is the Master of the mental world.  

 

Learning that among the Satanists and their thoughts, diverse in nature they are, are but one 

ultimate reality. Acting as the evil thinker, one should prostitute his thinking to the use of his 

desires.  The energy of thought is for destruction and rebuilding for the furtherance of 

Satanism.  

 

Before one constructs a thought-form, must vision its evil purpose, ascertain its goal, and 

verify the motive. Watching close the gates of thought, because the Word of Power is 

unlimited. It should not return upon oneself. 

  

 

The Sinister Rules lay foundation for the carrying forward of magical work, to render the 

mental body clear and powerful for true sinister work. 

http://www.haguratelier.com/SPTO.html
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Always obeying your inward impulses as you did here. 

  

a) Instinct and Sinister Intuition 

b) The use of your mind, the Abyssal One, as well as the lower or instinct mind. 

c) Lust and sinister impulse 

d) Selfish aspiration (yourself first) and sinister incentive. 

e) The urge emanating from the spherical Dark Gods, and the unfoldment of the solar Satanas. 

  

Pay no consideration to the so-called prudential of established religions and sagacity. Through 

them big failures occur. Live a sinister life as example to others. Teaching the world how it 

should: destroy and restore. 

 

Collective Conscious is eternal, invoking a archetype (energy/vibration) will reach your very 

wishes. An archetype comes forth when invoked, and disappears even forgotten or when not 

invoked. You may simply read about a Dark God or a Greek God (even myth), you bring it 

alive at that very moment. Invocation, rituals is activation, like a software in your computer. 

 

1) Reading about a Dark God even myth, it appears. 

2) Invocation, rituals, you bring the Dark God (energy/vibration) into activity. 

 

From Anima Aeternus 
 

AVE! 

 

So, you are ONA, right? What I need to know is, that even though I am in the TOPH, and an 

adept there, why are you welcoming me so warm-hearted?  

 

Is it not a problem that I am in the Order of Phosphorus? And what is behind this? Don’t get 

me wrong, I don’t have a problem with anything, on the contrary, I love information and I 

want to know more about your Order, could you tell me what is this all about, who are you? 

Do you think that the TOPHs got a problem whit me being involved whit another Order, 

especially ONA? As far as I know, our Magus Akhtya (Michael W Ford) is himself a former 

ONA member. There was some divisions on the forum that you guys are racists, but I don’t 

give a fuck about that. But please fill me in, so I know what’s the deal. Am I a member of 

your Order ( ONA?) or do you have these dues to pay to become a member etc.?  

 

Are you somehow related to TOPH? Please answer and ease my confusion. 

 

Let us remember. 
 

I forgot to point out. Although, ONA teaching stands at the base of  our " Sinister Triangles", 

We do not accept everything Christos Beest and companions teach along Traditional Satanism 

today,  as the human sacrifice every 17th year, also  their view around the Aryan Race. In 

fact, the Aryan Race is not  the White Race, nor my race. According to the Bhagavad Gita, the 

"Aryan Race" are the Hindus. Hitler had it wrong, and so many others. There is a "White 

Race", and there is an  "Aryan Race." My own translation of the Bhagavad Gita in English: 

"The Supreme Lord said: from where has this dejection come into your mind in this perilous 

hour? This is unknown to an Aryan, not leading to heaven but causing disgrace, O Arjuna. 

(Gita 2: 2). "Satan" is worldwide. Magick, whether White (?) or Black (?) is found 
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everywhere in the world and in every race, and we have to learn from each other. In fact, we 

have much to learn very much from each other. We have much to learn from our "Black 

(negroes) Brothers" too. Hand in hand, let us all walk the way of black and red (symbolic 

colours), the playground of the Sons of Satan, where there is only one voice: "Prove your own 

worth". Take for yourself the one-pointed purpose. We are the destroyers and the restorers. In 

other words, the broken does not hold the power to satisfy. What has been destroyed must be 

built up again. Our greatest desire must be, hand in hand with all races, and together entering 

the dark playground of the mind. In the dark life proceeds. All of us, Satanists, whoever we 

are, "Enter the Abyss (your mind) and find your own way; walk in the dark while your head 

carries a lighted dark lamp. The Abyss is dark and lonely; cold is it, and a place of many 

sounds and voices, but in this every Satanist delights. All races have evolved now. Let us 

work to build intelligently, though sinisterly. View the world of thought through your 

"Triangle Groups". Discover, that you have a powerful mind and learn its use. The energy of 

thought is for the furtherance of the work of Satanas. There is no White or Black Magick, 

there is simply “Magick”, where rites are found to do good to myself and others, or to defend 

ourselves. Is the Roman Catholic Church good or bad, or good and bad, or entirely bad. More 

than ever, it is shown that the R.C.C. and other Christian institutions are hypocrites, because 

no healthy human being can live according their doctrines. And, what about “child abuse” in 

the Roman Catholic Church the world over, especially in Belgium where the writer is living. 

 

The Piscean Age and the Aquarian Age 
 

Indeed, the technique is the same, the purpose and the goal different. The purpose in 

Satanism: destroying old forms; the goal: restoration, towards a new humanity. Both aim a 

new humanity. Alice Bailey (D.K, the Tibetan)'s goal is the religion of old brought into a new 

way, but with no change at all. Satanism and freethinkers, a total new mentality. Changing 

mentalities is after all our aim, and solution. 

 

Agios O Atazoth 
 

Thank you for your good words. Unless there is indication that the Satanist is what is termed 

occultely "a dark lighted lamp" it is useless for the Dark Gods to waste their time imparting 

their energies and vibrations. After destruction, there must be restoration. The path of the 

Satanist is as a dark shining light, and yet at the same time the Satanist has to become the path 

itself. The "Triangles" are as such: each one follows his own ego, his Dark Gods, and finally 

the group of co-adepts (Satanists). Cosmic evil, is Cosmic Progression. Again, erasing from 

planet Earth erroneous teaching and practice, unpleasant in prospect. 

 

My teaching for all tonight: 

 

Inspiration (the still small voice within) from the Abyssal Mind of ours, is analogous to 

mediumship, but entirely from oneself; Of which "the Self"(soul) knows, inspiration uses the 

mind as the medium of transmission to the brain. Intelligent Satanists combine the method  

of inspiration and of receiving instructions, and when this is the case, great accuracy of 

transmission, the individual Word of Power is found. Occasionally again, one may have deep 

knowledge, ability to be inspired and mental clairaudience combined. Inspiration may involve  

telepathy. 

 

The inspired Satanist or Triangle adept may achieve three things: 
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(a) He uses his brain of the appointed channel to throw thoughts into  

it. 

(b) He may as he does occupy his dark body, the latter standing  

aside, consciously in his subtler bodies, but surrounding his physical  

body. 

(c) The third, not quite to be fully explained at this time, as it is  

a matter of temporary fusing or intermingling when the user and used  

alternate or supplement, as needed to achieve a particular work. 

 

In your personal exercises, try to materialise your thoughtforms as much as possible. This will 

develop to the temporarily ability to create and vitalise these thoughtforms, and so enable the 

public to see them. (Magister Hagur) 

 

To a newcomer: 
  

In a few moments you will be an active member of the Sinister 

Pathway Triangle Order. What is a "Triangle"? It is a group of three 

Satanists, if you prefer "adepts", three living souls, together making 

one soul, firstly to wit together. An individual soul as bodily part, of 

"three", and call  them "Satanas". Together, but each one in his own 

Black Chamber, work subjectively and through rituals for the 

betterment of the inhabitants of Planet Earth. Know that Satan is all 

the Satanists together. The Abyssal World (Dark Underworld) is 

seated in your mind, where you tend for advise. Your mind is your 

"Dark World, Universe", in accordance to your own sinister 

development. Your feeling, your thinking, your willing, are what 

"Knows" seated in mind and brain. 

  

Oft, an adept says to himself: "Of what real use am I? How can I, in my small sphere, be of 

service in this world, made so ignorant through religious beliefs? Let me reply to these 

questions by reading my book, "Becoming Another God" (see files/pdf's), and bring it into 

practice, by expressing in this world the teaching it imparts, and by a life lived in conformity 

with Satanic Philosophy as found on this site, your Satanic work will be very real. 

  

The great sinister plan, its psychological laws and technique of unfoldment in the book 

"NAOS", and the Pathworking Ritual, together with the vibrations and energies received from 

de 21 Dark Gods of the seven spheres of the Tree of Wyrd, emerge out of the mass of 

imparted facts, and underlying all the teaching is the idea of the great Abyssal Life of total 

freedom (as it should) with its own psychology and aims. 

  

You are now standing at the gate of the Abyss, waiting for the gates to be opened. You stand 

here as you are in appearance, quality and life. You will soon enter in appearance, quality and 

life. Hopingly, you become an initiate in appearance, quality and life. Finally, you will stand 

within the circle of the Abyssal infinity. Will, dynamically applied, emerges in manifestation 

as power: "I am the Power, I am the Glory, I am another God." 

  

Magister Hagur 
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Two New Members joining our Triangle Group (Yahoo Group 2008). 
 

Agios O Satanas, 

 

Today we are happy to accept two brothers from the United States and from Norway. 

Welcome to both of you.  

 

The aspects of sinister philosophy which is presented in this “Triangle” group to the 

consideration of all should really count to personal growth, in  the measure of help which we 

give to each other (mutually) here, should be of mental, sinister stimulation, imparting day by 

day among ourselves. 

 

After all, it is a training of the intuition to recognise the sinister reality, he subject of our 

efforts. Our sole authority here is the teaching of ONA, and mine in “Becoming Another 

God” on Mind Psychology. 

 

We are called to change mentalities. The time is too serious, and the crisis too acute in the 

world of ours, caused by religious beliefs. We are training aspirants and adepts to the 

technique of sinister (psychotically) development of the “will”, while feeding Satanic 

ambition. 

 

Our main ritual “Pathworking” (see ONA manuscripts on pdf) is the expression of 

energies/vibrations emanating from the seven solar systems, the “Cosmic Tree of Wyrd” with 

its 21 Dark Gods (energies/vibrations). Through them, you must become, “one about whom 

naught may be said; “In other words, “I am the Power, I am the Glory, I am another God”. 

 

The “Triangles”  scope of vision warrants careful study and ritual practice as “Pathworking”, 

the  Office of Atazoth, and more (I will tell you personally if need be), stirring up your 

sinister ambition to the recognition of the “Self” within you and me. 
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E-books (PDF’s) Available  

on Internet 
 

 Naos - A Practical Guide to Modern Magick - Thorold West and 

ONA writers. This is an ONA publication. Manuscript was given to 

Hagur by Xaphan (J.F.) (Houston, Texas), for publication, which he 

did in 1999, and brought the work on e-book (pdf) in 2008. ONA 

publications are in fact "public domain", as previously stated by 

Christos Beest (Moulton). This copy is re-arranged and published 

by Hagur. Hagur is since 1998 an ONA practioner. Copyright is an 

anachronistic concept. It is against the spirit of the free distribution 

and dissemination of information, ideas and concepts. 

 

 The Magickal Art of Deofel Quintet - Volume 1 - Anton Long 

(ONA) 

  

 Dyssolving - A Diary of An Internal Adept - Anton Long (ONA) 

 
 

 Order of Nine Angles - Infernal Part 1 - Various ONA authors 

 
 

 Order of Nine Angles - Infernal Part 2 – Various ONA authors 

 

 Becoming Another God by Hagur - Hagur 

 

 

 Breaking the Silence Down (ONA) - Anton Long (ONA), 

Foreword: Hagur 

  

 Hagur Sinister Tarot - Magister Hagur 

 
 

http://www.archive.org/details/Naos-APracticalGuideToModernMagick
http://www.archive.org/details/TheMagickalArtOfDeofelQuintet-Volume1
http://www.archive.org/details/Dyssolving-ADiaryOfAnInternalAdept
http://www.archive.org/details/BecomingAnotherGodByHagur
http://www.archive.org/details/BreakingTheSilenceDownona
http://www.archive.org/details/HagurSinisterTarot
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 In the Sky of Dreaming - Algar Merridge (ONA writer) 

 
 

 The Greyling Owl - ONA author unknown 

 
 

 The Satanic Dhikr - Hagur 

 
 

 The Temple of Satan - ONA author unknown 

 
 

 Ritual Book of the The Temple of Atazoth - Magister Hagur, and 

various ONA writers 

  

 The Temple of Satan - ONA author unknown 

 
 

 ONA Manuscripts 1999 
 

 

 Codex Saerus (The Black Book of Satan) - Christos Beest 

(Richard Mould) 

  

 Sappho (Poetry) - Christos Beest (Richard Mould) 

 
 

 Self-Immolation Rite - Christos Beest and Companions 

 
 

 Sinister Tarot by Christos Beest - Christos Beest (Richard 

Mould) 

  

 Dark Forces Words, by Hagur - Hagur 

  

 

 

http://www.archive.org/details/InTheSkyOfDreaming
http://www.archive.org/details/TheGreylingOwl
http://www.archive.org/details/TheSatanicDhikr
http://www.archive.org/details/TheTempleOfSatan
http://www.archive.org/details/RitualBookOfTheTheTempleOfAtazoth
http://www.archive.org/details/TheTempleOfSatan_304
http://www.archive.org/details/OnaManuscripts1999
http://www.archive.org/details/CodexSaerustheBlackBookOfSatan
http://www.archive.org/details/Sapphopoetry
http://www.archive.org/details/Self-immolationRite
http://www.archive.org/details/SinisterTarotByChristosBeest
http://www.archive.org/details/DarkForcesWordsByHagur
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ONA MSS and Copyright 

Copyright is an anachronistic concept. It is against the spirit of the free 

distribution and dissemination of information, ideas and concepts which is 

essential to the subversive and evolutionary strategy of the ONA. Furthermore, 

the production and distribution of written material in the form of printed books 

and pamphlets is no longer the main means of distribution and dissemination of 

written material. 

The modern means of communication - such as the Internet - which have been 

developed have allowed such distribution and dissemination by other means. 

Nevertheless, the production of printed books remains a valuable resource.  

The ONA has no interest whatsoever - and never has had an interest - in making 

any profit from the sale and distribution of ONA MSS, whether in book format 

or otherwise. For this reason there has never been any such thing as an 

"officially approved" or "officially published" ONA book or published item. 

Individuals are free to publish and distribute - and, in the case of printed 

material, or compilations in whatever medium, charge for - any and all ONA 

material, compilations of ONA material, and ONA books, such as the Deofel 

Quintet, without any prior approval from the ONA or authors such as Anton 

Long. The only authentic ONA material is that which is reproduced - by 

whatever means - exactly, in terms of text and illustrations (if any) as it was 

originally released and distributed by the ONA (typos notwithstanding). 

Therefore, those publishing, distributing or selling ONA material or texts as 

ONA material should endeavour to reproduce it accurately, without alterations 

or additions. In the case of compilations of ONA material, and ONA books, 

distributors and publishers are free to add whatever artwork or illustrations, or 

form of presentation, they may deem necessary provided it is made clear that 

such art-works or illustrations are not ONA material. 

In respect of material designed for distribution via electronic mediums it is 

suggested that standard formats, such as html, are used in preference to 

proprietary formats such as doc or wpd. 

Anton Long ONA copyleft 114yf 
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Become a member of 

The Sinister Pathway Triangle Order (SPTO) 
 

http://www.haguratelier.com/Satanicthought_1.html 

 

hagurcomic@yahoo.co.uk 
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